
Puddle Town Pond

People like to paddle in Puddle Town pond.
Copy the words that end in le.

.................................... .................................... ....................................

Write two more of your own words that end in le. ........................................................................

Sentence level

Word level

Words like swim, that tell us about actions, are called verbs.
Three ducks swim on the pond.

Write a verb for each picture.

.................................... .................................... .................................... ....................................

To write a story about the pond, you need to 
think what each creature and person 
is doing there.

Write words to describe the action at the pond.

Text level

........................ ........................ ........................ ........................ ........................ ........................ ........................
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Castle siege

Sentence level

Text level

Word level
When two words are joined together to make one
word, sometimes a letter is squeezed out.

do not = don’t
o has been squeezed out. The ’ shows where it was.

Join these words together in the same way.

did not  = ........................... was not  = ...........................

have not  = ........................... would not  = ...........................

Singular means one and plural means more than one.
We usually add s to make a word plural.
Write the plural of each of these singular nouns.
bridge ........................  camp ........................  forest ........................  tree ........................  

hut ........................  castle ........................  bow ........................  arrow ........................  

Write ‘singular’ or ‘plural’ for each of these nouns.
cloaks ........................  friend ........................  frog ........................  knights ........................  

The people in a story are 
called the characters.
Look at the characters from 
the castle siege.
Think of names that could 
help to describe them.

Please don’t shoot your arrows at my castle!

............................................. ............................................. ............................................. .............................................
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Castle siege

Sentence level

Text level

Word level
When two words are joined, we call it a contraction.
Which two words were these contractions made from?

isn’t  =  is  +  not hasn’t  =  ................  + ................  you’re  =  ................  + ................

I’m  =  ................  + ................  it’s  =  ................  + ................  I’ll  =  ................  + ................

If a word ends in ch, sh, s or x, you can add es to make it plural.

 fox foxes 

Write these nouns as plurals.

ditch ........................  scratch ........................  crash ........................  box ........................  

bush ........................  dress ........................  kiss ........................  branch ........................  

Think of words you might use in a story to describe the characters on page 18.

Character Looks and appearance Type of person

lord of the castle

the jester

the soldier

the cook

.... .........
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Treasure!

Sentence level

Word level
Homonyms are words that have the 
same spelling but different meanings.
Pedro the pirate has a hairy chest.
There is gold in the treasure chest.

In both sentences, chest is a noun.
Draw lines to these homonyms in the 
picture

wave as a noun
wave as a verb
watch as a noun
watch as a verb

Remember, “  ” are called speech marks.
They show us the words someone says.
We also usually put a comma at the end of the words actually spoken.
Put the missing speech marks and comma in this sentence.
I’ve  never  seen  so  much gold   said  Pedro.

“Look what I’ve found,” shouted the pirate captain.

Text level ship-wrecked on a 
desert island

If you were …

How would you feel?.........................................................................................................

What would you do?..................................................................................................................................................

What do you think would happen in the end?.........................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................................................................
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